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ABSTRACT

Learning predictors that incorporate human decision has been the focus of ex-
tensive research in recent years. These predictors are used in order to increase
the final accuracy and reduce the risk in high-stake tasks. One of the strategies
to keep the human in the loop involves using learn-to-defer methods, in which
the prediction is made either by AI or is deferred to the human expert. This
strategy has attracted considerable attention due to the reduction of expert band-
width as well as increasing the accuracy. However, we show that learn-to-defer
methods are not optimal considering their understanding of the task and human
decision. In this paper, we first derive the optimal predictor that provides the
defer option, while incorporating human decision into its final prediction. We
further show strict improvement of this method upon learn-to-defer methods,
both theoretically and empirically. The code for this paper is open-sourced on
https://github.com/AminChrs/BeyondDefer.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in training machine learning (ML) models have made these models potential re-
sources in high-stake practical applications such as medical diagnosis Beede et al. (2020); Raghu
et al. (2019); van Leeuwen et al. (2021). Although these models in some applications have shown
higher accuracy compared to human experts Rajpurkar et al. (2018); Killock (2020), their predic-
tions lead to errors on different sets of data points too McKinney et al. (2020). This implies a
possible complementary function of human experts and ML models.

One solution for achieving such complementarity is through learn-to-defer methods El-Yaniv et al.
(2010); Madras et al. (2018) in which the goal is to find a rejection function that decides when the
final prediction is made by the classifier, and when it should be made by the human expert. This
line-of-work mainly makes use of surrogate loss functions to minimize the overall error in such a
system by obtaining regions in which the human expert or the ML model have higher confidence
Mozannar & Sontag (2020); Verma & Nalisnick (2022); Charusaie et al. (2022); Mozannar et al.
(2023); Cao et al. (2023).

Another line-of-work, that mainly focuses on refining ML predictions rather than the complemen-
tarity of human and ML, is to use human-AI teaming methods. In these methods, human advice is
always sought and then is combined with ML decision Kerrigan et al. (2021); Donahue et al. (2022).
As one can imagine, while these systems can improve upon human and ML model accuracy, they
induce a large cost of seeking human advice.

To find a middle-ground between the above two human-in-the-loop methodologies, in this paper, we
introduce the Defer-and-Fusion (DaF) algorithm, in which the goal is to find regions that the human
advice should be sought, while at the same time, we find an optimal fusion of human advice and
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Figure 1: The description of a DaF system in medical applications

ML prediction. In this paper, we show that while our algorithm shows higher accuracy compared
to learn-to-defer methods on a variety of datasets such as Imagenet-16H Steyvers et al. (2022),
COMPAS Dressel & Farid (2018), NIH Chest X-rayWang et al. (2017), it further limits the limits
the need for human advice as in human-AI teaming methods.

We further provide the reader with a set of theoretical scenarios in which the strict improvement
of DaF method over learn-to-defer methods is possible. In particular, we show that in tasks where
false positive errors and false negative errors have different importance (such as medical diagnosis
setting), learn-to-defer methods can be strictly sub-optimal compared to DaF methods. Furthermore,
we extend this result to tasks with 0-1 loss. There, using a variation of Fano’s inequality we show
that the minimum probability of error in learn-to-defer methods is lower-bounded with a higher
value than that in DaF methods. Moreover, we show that such bound is almost tight, which means if
the gap between the bounds is larger than a certain value, the probability of error in all learn-to-defer
systems is strictly larger than that in a DaF system.

2 PROBLEM SETTING

In a classification problem, the learn-to-defer strategy optimizes the setting in which the prediction
is either provided by the classifier or deferred to a human expert. More formally, this strategy
minimizes the overall prediction risk in such a setting. More formally, for predicting a target y ∈ Y
using a feature set x ∈ X and human decision m ∈ Y , and letting the loss function corresponding to
the classifier and expert prediction be respectively ℓ, ℓH : Y ×Y → R, the goal of the learn-to-defer
strategy is to minimize

Ldef(h, r) = E(x,y,m)∼µXY M

[
Ir(x)=0ℓ(h(x), y) + Ir(x)=1ℓH(m, y)

]
, (1)

for a classifier h : X → Y and a rejection function r : X → {0, 1}, and where the joint probability
distribution of the features, targets, and human decisions is µXYM . Here, we observe that when
the deferral occurs, the human expert provides the final prediction of the setting. In fact, one can
see that in such cases no learning happens. Therefore, in order to further reduce the second term in
equation 1, the defer-and-fusion setting suggests that we add the option in which the final prediction
is a function g of human decision m and the feature set x. In such cases, the overall risk is obtained
as

LDaF(h, r, g) = E(x,y,m)∼µXY M

[
Ir(x)=0ℓ(h(x), y) + Ir(x)=1ℓH(m, y) + Ir(x)=2ℓfus(g(m,x), y)

]
,

(2)
where ℓfus is the loss function that is corresponded to the introduced fusion option.

A first observation from the above equation is that if g(·, ·) can take the identity function g(m,x) =
m and if the hypothesis class of rejection functions is rich enough, and in case of ℓfus = ℓH , then
the minimizer of LDaF(h, r, g) incurs smaller amount of loss than the minimizer of Ldef(h, r), i.e.,

min
(h,r,g)∈H×R×G

LDaF(h, r, g) ≤ min
(h,r)∈H×R

Ldef(h, r). (3)

The reason for this is that in such case we can by setting the fusion to be an identity function, and
by setting r(x) = 2 whenever the rejection occurs in the optimal learn-to-defer strategy, we can at
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Image
True Label Boat Oven Chair Chair Bear
Classifier Boat Oven Chair Chair Bear
Human Airplane Airplane Oven Elephant Dog

Learn-to-Defer Airplane Airplane Oven Elephant Dog
DaF Boat Oven Chair Chair Bear

Table 1: Five examples of correcting learn-to-defer method using DaF

least achieve the same amount of DaF loss as that of learn-to-defer. This, consequently, shows that
if the hypothesis class of rejection functions is rich enough, we could safely omit the second term
in equation 2 without compromising accuracy. However, our results show that in the lack of such
an option, the sample complexity that is needed for learning fusion function is significantly larger.
Therefore, the results that are reported in this paper consider this term in the loss function.

Due to the discontinuous and non-convex form of the loss function, optimization of this loss us-
ing typical learning methods is not possible. As a result, in the following section, we provide the
Bayes optimal solution to this loss. Such theoretical result helps us to further design methods (e.g.,
consistent surrogate methods) to achieve that solution.

3 OPTIMAL DEFER-AND-FUSION PREDICTOR

To obtain the optimal Defer-and-Fusion predictor, we need to introduce a triple of the classifier, the
rejection function, and the fusion function. Luckily, the following theorem shows that the optimal
classifier and fusion function are respectively equivalent to the Bayes optimal classifier when it has
access only to the feature set, and when it has access to both the feature set and human expert
decision. Furthermore, the rejection function is shown to select a predictor among classifier, human
expert, and fusion function, by optimizing an extended notion of confidence.

Theorem 1 An optimal DaF system is achieved by a triple of optimal classifier h∗(x) =
argminŷ Ey|x

[
ℓ(ŷ, y)

]
, the optimal fusion function g∗(m,x) = argminŷ Ey|x,m

[
ℓfus(ŷ, y)

]
, and

the optimal rejection function r∗(x) = argmax{conf0(x), conf1(x), conf2(x)}, where confi(x) is
defined as

conf0(x) = 1−min
ŷ

Ey|x
[
ℓ(ŷ, y

]
, (4)

conf1(x) = 1− Ey,m|x
[
ℓH(m, y)

]
, (5)

conf2(x) = 1− Em|x

[
min
ŷ

Ey|x,m
[
ℓfus(ŷ, y

]]
. (6)

If we choose 0 − 1 loss functions as losses for all predictors, confi in the above theorem is re-
duced to the classical notion of confidence, i.e., the probability of accuracy of the predictor. Un-
der such assumptions, however, Jensen’s inequality for the function f(ν) = ∥ν∥∞ concludes that
conf1(x) = Em|x

[
−minŷ Ey|x,m

[
Iŷ ̸=y

]]
≥ −minŷ Em|x

[
Ey|x,m

[
Iŷ ̸=ŷ

]]
= conf0(x). Furthere-

more, because ŷ in equation 6 can take the value m, we conclude that conf2(x) ≥ conf1(x). These
inequalities show that in a 0 − 1 loss regime, the optimal rejection function always chooses fusion
because that predictor conveys more information about the task than both the classifier and the hu-
man expert. Therefore, to reduce the rejection to the human, and accordingly using fusion, one can
impose an additional cost of deferral, i.e., define ℓH(ŷ, y) = ℓfus(ŷ, y) = cdef + Iŷ ̸=y .

Before elaborating on our algorithm to achieve the above optimal solution, in the following section,
we first compare that to the learn-to-defer solution and show evidence of strict improvement of DaF
over the learn-to-defer strategy.
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4 STRICT SUB-OPTIMALITY OF LEARN-TO-DEFER

Previously, in Section 2, we showed how optimizing a DaF system does not induce a larger loss
than optimizing a learn-to-defer system. In this section, we show two scenarios for which in fact the
induced loss in the DaF system is strictly lower than in any learn-to-defer system. The first scenario
is a simple example of a setting that leads to such strict sub-optimality of learn-to-defer systems
with imbalanced losses. This set of losses has a broad application in machine learning solutions in
high-stake tasks such as medical diagnosis. The second scenario, using a converse bound on the
probability of error, further extends such sub-optimality to the regimes with balanced loss.

Example 1 Consider a binary classification setting in which the target y is distributed according to
a fair coin. Further, assume that there exists a feature that is equal to a noisy version of the target
x = y ⊕ n1, where n1 is a Bernoulli random variable independent of y and for which Pr(n1 =
0) = p1 ≥ 1

2 . Moreover, let the human expert prediction be another noisy version of the target value
m = y⊕n2, where n2 is a Bernoulli random variable with P (n2 = 0) = p2, and that is independent
of y and n1. Under these assumptions, we first can show that the optimal classifier can be obtained
as h(x) = argmaxŷ P (n1 = ŷ + x) = x. In other words, the optimal classification based on x is
to use that feature directly. Moreover, given a false-positive cost c and a false-negative cost (1− c)
we can show that the optimal learn-to-defer strategy is to always defer whenever p2 ≥ p1, and
always classify otherwise. This concludes that the optimal learn-to-defer loss is independent of c and
is equal to argminh,r Ldef(h, r) = cmin{p1, p2}/2 + (1− c)min{p1, p2}/2 = min{p1, p2}/2.
However, if we fuse x and m using ‘AND’ and ‘OR’ function, we can show that the obtained DaF
loss is equal to L∗

AND = 1
2

[
(1− c)p1p2 + c

[
1− (1− p1)(1− p2)

]]
, and L∗

OR = 1
2

[
cp1p2 + (1−

c)
[
1− (1−p1)(1−p2)

]]
, respectively. This shows that the loss of optimal learn-to-defer strategy is

strictly larger than that of ‘AND’ fusion where c ∈
(max{p1,p2}−p1p2

p1+p2−p1p2
, 1] and is strictly larger than

‘OR’ fusion where c ∈
[
0, min{p1,p2}−p1p2

p1+p2−p1p2
].

In the second scenario, we use a converse bound on the probability of error in our prediction. This
bound that is similar in nature to Fano’s inequality Fano (1961) lower-bounds that probability with
a function of conditional entropy of the target given features. These sets of converse bounds are
shown to correlate with the behavior of probability error Zhao et al. (2013); Morishita et al. (2022)
and are used in the literature to optimize that error Linsker (1987). In the following, we show the
corresponding converse bound for learn-to-defer and DaF predictors.

Theorem 2 The optimal probability of error in a learn-to-defer system is lower-bounded as

HB(pe,def) + g(pe,def) log
(
|Y| − 1

)
≥ B(y,m, r, h), (7)

for binary entropy function HB(·), and g(x) = HB(x)+x log
(
|Y|− 1

)
, and where B is defined as

B(y,m, r, h) := H(y|m, r = 1)Pr(r = 1) +H(y|h, r = 0)Pr(r = 0). (8)

The optimal probability of error in a DaF system is lower-bounded as

HB(pe,DaF) + pe,DaF log
(
|Y| − 1

)
≥ H(y|m,x). (9)

The reason that the above theorem claims that the error itself is lower-bounded is that LHS of
equation 7 is an invertible function of the probability of error.

Using information theoretic inequalities, one can show that B(y,m, r, h) ≥ H(y|m,x). In other
words, the error is lower-bounded by a higher value in learn-to-defer systems. This, coupled with
Tebbe & Dwyer (1968) shows that if such gap between bounds is greater than g

(
H(y|m,x)/2

)
−

H(y|m,x), then any probability of error of a learn-to-defer system is strictly larger than the proba-
bility of error of the optimal DaF system.

Now that we have observed hypothetical scenarios in which the DaF system leads to a higher per-
formance, in the next section we implement this system and report the performance in practical
situations.
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5 EXPERIMENTS

To achieve the Bayes optimal DaF solution as in Section 3, we employ three methods, namely (i)
simulation-based DaF (SDaF) method in which we obtain a simulation of human expert behavior
as well as optimal classifier and fusion function using a consistent joint surrogate loss function,
and estimate rejection function using Theorem 1, and (ii) learning-based DaF (LDaF) method in
which the confidences are directly learned using a consistent joint surrogate loss function, and (iii)
confidence-based DaF (CDaF) method for which the confidences of human expert is learned using
an extra network, and the classifier and fusion function are learned individually.

The baselines with which we compared our method are namely realizable surrogate (RS) method
Mozannar et al. (2023), One-vs-All (OvA) method Verma & Nalisnick (2022), compare confidence
(CC) method Raghu et al. (2019), and cross entropy (LCE) method Mozannar & Sontag (2020).

In the first experiment, we use the semi-synthetic dataset CIFAR-10K that is used in this literature
Mozannar & Sontag (2020); Charusaie et al. (2022); Mozannar et al. (2023). This dataset sets the
features being that of CIFAR-10 and assumes that the human expert can perfectly assign instances
from K number of classes, while is not better than a random classifier for the rest of classes, in
Figure 2, we show the improvement of our method compared to learn-to-defer methods for a range
of K and when 0− 1 loss function is the objective of the optimization.

The next set of experiments are conducted for real datasets Imagenet-16H Steyvers et al. (2022),
COMPAS Dressel & Farid (2018), NIH Chest X-ray Wang et al. (2017) and assuming imbalanced
loss function. In this case, we trained our models for the imbalanced loss that is uniformly randomly
drawn from [0, 1] for each label and incorrect prediction (correct predictions are rewarded by zero
loss). The results of these experiments for a variaty of proportion of samples that are predicted by
classifier (coverage) are illustrated in Figure 2 and 3, which further shows the improvement of our
method compared to the baselines.
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Figure 2: (a) Average accuracy on CIFAR-K dataset, (b) Average loss o NIH Chest X-ray dataset
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